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1) Test beam activities;
2) Optimization of the overall layout:
   - re-start of software activities
3) Steps towards the module 0.
Results of 2015 test beam now published on JINST:
JINST 12 (2017) no.03, P03005
arXiv: 1612.01125v2

Main results:
- light yield : $\sim 140$ p.e.
- detection efficiency : $\sim 99.5\%$
- time resolution $\sim 750$ ps constant along the bar length:
  $\Rightarrow 265$ ps for 4 stations 2 layers each
1) Test beam activities:
- Results confirmed that the technology fits well the SHiP requirements.
- Final choice of the scintillator manufacturer, fibres and SiPM types will be done by the time of the TDR (not CDS) and will be based on cost and performance.
- Some missing measurements will be performed in a new 2-weeks long test beam in October 2017 at the T10 area, CERN PS.

**PS user schedule for 2017**

schedule issue date: 25-Jan-2017

The latest version of the schedule are available here: [http://ps-schedule.web.cern.ch/ps-schedule/](http://ps-schedule.web.cern.ch/ps-schedule/)

This schedule is synchronized with injector schedule v0.4

No beam during Technical Stops (TS, full yellow), limited beam availability during Machine Developments (MD, hatched yellow)

For TS a cool down time is needed and will be announced in the days preceding the stop.

Submit your ISIEC at least 2 weeks before your allocated beam time using [https://ep-th-safety.web.cern.ch/isiec](https://ep-th-safety.web.cern.ch/isiec)

For further information contact the PS/SPS-Coordinator. Email: Sps.Coordinator@cern.ch, Tel: +41 75 411 3845.

The table represents the schedule for 2017 in weeks from April to November.
Test beam activity: T10 area, CERN PS:
Beam available at the T10 area, CERN PS:

T10 area: at 6 GeV mainly pions; intensity comparable to T9 one, tunable with collimators

rms of the beam close to the exit window < 1 cm
Panoramic view of the T10 area
Preliminary List of measurements to be done in 2017 (1/2)

1. Light yield, time resolution and efficiency of Russian (Vladimir, Russia) bars with 2 mm (instead of 1 mm) Kuraray fibres:
   this configuration could be the best to use for the Muon Detector, if we keep the current layout with 3 or 4 stations interleaved with iron filters.

2. Detection efficiency of FNAL bars (missing in 2015):
   detection efficiency obtained with bars from Vladimir (Russia) is very good (99.5%):
   we want to repeat the measurement for FNAL bars
Preliminary List of measurements to be done in 2017 (2/2)

New: light yield and time resolution of cast scintillator pads with direct SiPM readout:

- This is a pilot R&D;

- The analysis of NA62 data of $2 \times 10^{15}$ pot taken in dump mode in December 2016 suggests that a single active layer is sufficient to detect muons if there is a suitable Hadronic Calorimeter in front (see Rainer Wanke’s talk);

- in NA62 with a timing detector (200 ps resolution) and MUV3 muon layer (~400 ps resolution) less than 5 combinatorial muons events are left in $2 \times 10^{15}$ pot after requiring kinematic and timing constraints and without any Upstream Veto; no events are left if pointing is required.

- with a single active layer we can afford a better technology in terms of time resolution:
  - The Muon detector could become also a timing detector for muons, complementing the timing detector in front of the calorimeters.
Muon system baseline solution:

Four active stations, 1200x600 cm² transverse dimensions (x,y) view, 3380 bars (5x300x2) cm³, 7760 FEE channels, 1000 tons of iron filter.

Alternative solution: a single layer of tiles, no iron.
Mechanical drawing (left) and simplified prototype (right) of a (10x10x0.6) cm$^3$ tile of EJ200 each side is read-out by two 3x3 mm$^2$ SiPMs from AdvanSid company:

A time resolution of $\sigma(300-400)$ ps seems to be adequate for connecting in time the hit to the timing detector. A possible layout could be tiles of 10x20x1 cm$^3$; for 5x10 m$^2$, 2500 tiles, 5000 readout channels. (baseline layout: 3840 bars, 7680 readout channels). To be studied.

- Another test beam needed in 2018 to test this option for SHiP.
2) **Optimization of the general layout:**

number of stations, bar dimensions, thickness of passive filters; then start mechanical drawings, engineering.

This optimization requires to know:

a) which is the level of muon/non-muon separation required (10%, 1%, 10^{-3}, etc):
   - this defines the number of stations and thickness of the muon filters;
   - work to be only in collaboration with software/analysis groups;

b) how much material we have in front of the system:
   - this defines the multiple scattering and thus the bars dimensions;
   - depends on the presence (absence) of HCAL.

**Overall optimization of the muon system requires external inputs from the software/analysis groups and from the calorimeter group.**
While waiting for input from the physics and calorimeter groups......

Tiziano Rovelli (INFN-Bologna), who was very active in the Proposal phase, is restarting the work on simulation of the muon detector:

1) First step: study the performance as a function of the number of stations;
2) second step: implement some granularity of the detector and consequent digitization of the hits.
Four steps towards the module “0”:

First prototypes have been already tested and the results nicely confirmed that the technology matches well the SHiP requirements. Further R&D is necessary in order to finalize a full size prototype (module 0) equipped with a customized front-end electronics.

Steps towards the module “0” include:

1. develop and test precise optical connectors for WLS/MPPC readout.
2. perform an R&D on optimization of the thickness of extruded scintillator to obtain maximal light yield per MIP (and save money)
3. R&D of the FEE
   - design a motherboard with:
     - a stage for fine control of the SiPM bias voltages to equalize the gains and to compensate temperature variations, with a channel by channel programmable voltage regulation with remote setting/monitoring;
     - a stage for signal amplification/shaping:
     - a stage for signal discrimination.
   - design a TDC board with o(100 ps) time resolution and relative interface with the TDAQ system.
4. Perform a final test beam with a module 0 equipped with the final electronics.
Time schedule (if the “module 0” has to be ready for the CDS):

This time schedule would allow us to be ready to start production in 2020++. This implies to get the necessary funds by January 2018. Otherwise everything will be properly rescheduled.
Cost estimate:

Table 1: Preliminary cost estimate of the R&D phase of a module 0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost (kEuro)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development and test of precise optical connectors for WLS/MPPC readout</td>
<td>~ 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D on optimization of the thickness of extruded scintillators</td>
<td>~ 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of a prototype of a motherboard</td>
<td>~ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with power supply/amplification/discrimination stages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of a 16/32 channels TDC board</td>
<td>~ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with ~ 100 ps resolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test beam with a full size prototype instrumented</td>
<td>~ 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with the full electronic chain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The FEE can be used for both configurations, with and without fibres.
Person power

- 6 months of an electronic engineer;
- 6 months of a mechanical engineer;
- 6 months of an electronic technician;
- 1-2 months of a detector technician;
- 1 year of 2-3 FTE (full time equivalent) physicists.
Conclusions:

Muon system well on track:

One successful test beam in 2015, another planned in October 2017;
Steps towards a module 0 identified, with detailed cost estimate and person power needed;
An alternative layout with a single layer of scintillating tiles with SiPM readout being investigated aside the “baseline” solution.
Waiting for input from Collaboration (as far as the optimization is concerned) and money from the funding agencies to do the necessary steps.